The Impact of Spatial Distribution of Commercial Facilities in Communities on Residents’ Walking-Based Consumption Behavior: A Case Study in Wuhan, China
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Abstract: With the development of residential communities, commercial facilities serving the residents first emerged spontaneously inside of the communities and later were planned as a supporting component on the fringe but outside of the communities. Thus, two patterns in the distribution of commercial facilities can be found in their spatial relations to the communities they serve, namely, internal distribution and external fringe distribution. Previous debates on these two distribution patterns tend to focus more on the differences in community vitality, environmental quality, community security, etc., but less on the impact of spatial distribution of commercial facilities on residents’ walking-based consumption behavior which affects the quality of life of residents, their physical health, and their social interaction and communication. Therefore, the study conducts a quantitative, empirical, comparative study of the walking-based consumption behavior of residents in two communities, which are located across the street from one another, share similar conditions, but have totally different patterns in the distribution of commercial facilities. The results of analysis show that compared with residents living in a residential community with an external fringe distribution of commercial facilities, those who can access commercial facilities within their community have a shorter walking distance, stronger local consumption willingness, higher frequency, and shorter travel chain to use these facilities, resulting in distinctly different features in their respective walking-based consumption behavior in the communities. A further binary logistic regression analysis shows that the shorter travel distance by foot in a community with internal facilities is the root cause of the above differences, and travel distance significantly affects walking-based consumption behavior. This conclusion strongly supports the internal distribution of commercial facilities in residential communities, which bears practical significance for promoting the vitality and the robust development of communities.
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1. Introduction

Community commerce is an important component of the living environment [1], and is a major resource for community development [2]. It not only satisfies the basic needs of residents, but also directly affects the living standard and quality of life of residents [3]; it stimulates the interaction...
between residents [4], helps shape community culture [5], and enhances the sense of belonging in the community [6]. Therefore, it is of vital importance to the happiness of community residents [7].

Traditional open residential communities mostly place their commercial facilities inside of the communities, which originate from spontaneous behavior of residents [8]. In that, many traditional communities do not provide commercial facilities when they are designed and built; these facilities emerge only when the residents have moved in [9]. Hereafter, the practice of placing commercial facilities inside of a community is called the internal distribution of commercial facilities, of course, this mode is not necessarily incompatible with facilities being distributed outside of the communities, and in fact, the two patterns often go hand in hand with each other. However, in modern community practices, commercial facilities are usually planned and distributed on the outside or the periphery of the community. In particular, with the popularizing of gated communities since the 1980s, placing the commercial facilities outside of communities has become the mainstream, and internal distribution of commercial facilities is often prohibited in the same community. In China, for example, almost all new residential developments have located their commercial facilities externally on the ground floor facing the urban streets [10]. Hereafter, the practice of only allowing placement of commercial facilities on the fringe but outside of a community is called the external fringe distribution of commercial facilities (hereinafter abbreviated as external distribution).

External distribution of community commercial facilities is conducive to creating a quiet environment [11], and can serve the population both inside and outside of the community, which in turn can be an important source for profits in real estate development [12]. Although placing commercial facilities outside of a residential community is a good way to promote urban development [13], stronger voices can be heard for the internal distribution of commercial facilities in residential communities. Besides making residents’ lives more convenient [14], spontaneously formed commercial facilities in communities create jobs for many residents [15]. Many researchers believe that commercial facilities inside of a community “draw more attention to the street” and make the community safer [16]. Consumption behaviors and traditional lifestyles which concentrate on the commercial streets inject vigor and vitality into the community, and have become a kind of emotional exchange for residents [17].

It can be seen that the two modes, i.e., the internal and external distribution of commercial facilities, have their own advantages. So which mode should be advocated? The previous literature shows different opinions on this issue, which have mainly focused on the differences in community vitality, environmental quality, community security, etc.

However, with regard to residents who live in the communities, few studies can be found on whether the different modes of distribution of commercial facilities affect the consumption willingness of residents or result in different consumption behaviors, especially walking based consumption behaviors. Because residents’ consumption in their community is one of their most common activities in daily life and has a bearing on the quality of life [18], plus in most communities, most residents do this by walking [19,20], it also affects the physical health of residents [21], as well as residents’ social interaction and communication [22], study on the distribution of commercial facilities in residential community from the perspective of residents’ walking-based consumption behaviors is of necessity and significance.

To this end, the present study uses two typical communities with internal and external distribution of commercial facilities as case studies. It collects data of residents’ walking-based consumption behavior from the two types of communities for quantitative analysis of the differences between them so as to discuss the factors and mechanisms leading to these differences. The study can provide a new theoretical perspective based on individuals’ walking-based consumption behaviors into the disputes over the internal and external distribution of commercial facilities in a community, and provide new data support for selecting the appropriate commercial facility distribution mode in community development.

The rest of the paper is structures as follows: Section 2 reviews previous researches on residents’ consumption behavior in commercial facilities of communities, and on this basis, puts forward the
research hypothesis. Section 3 presents the research objects and methods. Section 4 shows the results of various types of analysis, identifies the key factors in the distribution of commercial facilities in communities which affect the walking-based consumption travel of residents, and further deduces the mechanism through which distribution of commercial facilities influences the consumption behavior of residents. Section 5 discusses and summarizes the main findings of the study.

2. Literature Review

Commercial facilities not only serve an important supporting role in community functioning, but also represent a type of business and a place which carries the public life of the community [23]. Their planning and development began to gain increasing attention in the mid to late 1990s [24].

In theoretical research, early ideas of community planning proposed to place commercial facilities on the external side or the perimeter of the community, for example, in the core principles “neighborhood unit”, Perry [25] proposes to size the neighborhood to sufficiently support a school, and to restrict local shopping areas to the perimeter, preferably at road intersections adjacent to communities. In Duane and Pratt’s proposal of the “Traditional Neighborhood Development” (TND) [26], businesses and offices are mainly located at the perimeter of the community rather than in the center. In more recent theoretical development, emphasis has shifted to mixed use of housing and business. For example, “New Urbanism” advocates mixed community functions to achieve the balance of living, shopping, work, education, and entertainment so as to create communities with local characteristics and culture [27], this theory provides support for the internal distribution of commercial facilities in community.

In practice, in the United States, commercial or public service facilities in gated residential communities can rarely be found [28]. Most communities are served by “one-stop” shopping centers. In China, most newly built communities are gated, and their commercial facilities are usually located on the ground floor podium spaces at the entrance of the community and along the street forming the outside of the residential community [10]. In sum, external distribution of commercial facilities in communities has become popular.

Both in theory and in practice, debates on the internal distribution and external distribution of commercial facilities in communities have not stopped. Researchers who support the internal distribution argue that these community stores can provide most of the things needed in residents’ daily lives, and are located in close distance. Residents can access these commercial facilities sometimes without even having to cross the road [14], and thus enjoy great convenience. Some researchers believe that internally distributed facilities not only facilitate the lives of residents, but also bring vitality into the communities, making the communities the most dynamic areas in cities [29]. Many sociologists believe that such urban spaces can breed a diverse, inclusive and creative urban culture [30].

Researchers who support the external distribution argue that this approach can ensure the quietness inside of the community [11], while developers can also generate higher real estate income by attracting more people both inside and outside of the community with stores along the street [31]. In addition, externally distributed facilities can readily integrate with those of the surrounding communities, promoting competition and complementation with each other and forming a local commercial network in the city [32], and the friendly spaces and street life often found in such urban streets are conducive to the socializing of community residents [13].

So the two patterns have their own respective advantages. Most previous studies are conducted from the perspectives of urban managers, developers, and property owners, focusing on factors at a macro level of the community as a whole; while few studies from the perspective of residents’ own demands at the micro level can be found, even less pay attention to the residents’ consumption behaviors in the community.

“Resident’s consumption behaviors in the community” usually refers to their daily or high-frequency shopping behaviors, ideally with minimal trouble (i.e., the pursuit of convenience) [33], mainly for grocery shopping, excluding purchase of durable goods and online shopping, and in
most communities, they are carried out by walking [19,20]. Resident’s consumption behaviors in community provide more travel activities and promote people’s physical and mental health [21], and much evidence shows that reduced travel by foot is likely to lead to overweight or obese people [34] and chronic diseases [35]. At the same time, walking-based consumption activities in community are often accompanied by interactions between residents. Walking-based daily consumption travels can help enhance people’s sense of belonging to the community [36], and have positive effects on community communication and interaction [20].

As to the interaction between residents’ walking-based consumption behavior and community environment, some studies have been carried out. Fan et al. [37] discuss the relation between residents’ use of spaces and features of urban spatial form in communities, concluding that in densely populated communities, more retail stores and better street connections lead to smaller spatial range of daily activities, and shorter travel distances for residents. Agrawal et al. [38] observe through surveys of residents’ daily travels, and find out that, comparing with low-density neighborhoods, high-density neighborhoods can satisfy residents’ travel needs in shorter distance and increase residents’ travel times. Fathering et al. [39] believe that providing local facilities in new residential developments will reduce the average travel distance by foot, increase travel frequency; and they compare the different impacts of facility distribution on travel frequency and travel time. Limanond T. et al. [40] argue that residents in traditional neighborhoods live near neighborhood commercial streets and thus have greater accessibility and tend to have less car use. In general, there are only limited studies on this subject, which mainly focus on the impact of the number of facilities and the spatial form of communities on consumption behavior. Even so, the principle can be extracted from their findings, which is that the consumption behavior of residents’ in communities is the result of limited rational decision-making under the constraints of time and space [41], and travel distance is an important factor which affects the frequency and willingness of consumption behaviors. Of course, there are also other influence factors, including the scale of commercial facilities and their diversity as well as the personal preference of residents, etc.

In summary, the review of previous literature shows a lack of study on the impact of the distribution of commercial facilities in a community on the daily walking-based consumption behavior of residents, for they have focused more on its influence on the overall vitality, environmental quality, security, etc. of a community. Although using existing principles, it can be inferred that this distribution has an impact on the daily walking-based consumption behavior of residents, since different patterns may lead to significant differences in travel distances for commercial activities, and this may in turn affect the walking-based consumption behaviors of community residents. But empirical comparative study still lacks as to whether this impact actually exists, and more critically, to what extent it affects specific consumption behavior.

Therefore, this case study aims to verify the hypothesis through empirical research: residents in communities with externally distributed commercial facilities usually have weaker consumption willingness, lower frequency of travel by foot, and a longer chain for a single travel; while residents in communities with internally distributed commercial facilities usually have stronger consumption willingness, higher frequency of travel by foot, and a shorter chain for a single travel; and these are mainly due to the different lengths of walking travel for consumptions in different patterns. And more importantly, the present study aims to analyze the degree of difference in the daily walking-based consumption behavior of residents under the two modes of distribution and the impact on the features of residents’ consumption behavior through quantitative research, including residents’ willingness of consumption, walking distance, frequency of consumption, time duration of consumption, length of travel chain, etc.
3. Data and Method

3.1. Research Data

The data used in this study come from questionnaire surveys in the case city of Wuhan, China. With its GDP ranking at the 9th place among all cities in China, Wuhan is newly incorporated as one of the national central cities. In 2017, the main urban area has a resident population of 10.914 million who live in 1274 communities of various forms. Among these communities, it is relatively easy to find cases for comparison; and like communities in other cities in China, communities here have also undergone a transition from open communities to closed working-unit communities and gated communities. Correspondingly, commercial facilities in communities have also undergone changes from internal distribution to external distribution. Therefore, communities in Wuhan can be used as typical cases for study. (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Location of communities for case study.](image)

Considering the various factors affecting residents’ consumption behavior, and in order to ensure the effectiveness of comparative study, when selecting residential communities for case study, it is necessary to pay attention to the population composition, location, scale, environment and other relevant factors of the communities and to ensure that selected case communities share similar conditions while have different distribution patterns of commercial facilities. Therefore, in the present study, communities are first screened according to their basic features, and then are subject to field surveys. Finally, two adjacent open communities Shouyi New Village and Shouyi Community, are selected as cases for the comparative studies of communities with internally and externally distributed commercial facilities (Figure 2).

The two communities are across the street and share similar conditions apart from their commercial facilities. For example, they are both open multi-stores residential areas built in the late 1980s, with a land area of 8–9 hectares and a plot ratio of 1.2–1.3; their numbers of residents are both around 2500 people; they also share other similar features in population composition, building quality, and physical appearance. As a large number of communities in Chinese cities were built during the 1970s to 2000s and their forms are basically similar, the two selected contemporaneous communities can be used as typical cases for study in China.
Figure 2. Distribution of commercial facilities in the two case communities, Shouyi New Village (Community with internal commercial facilities) and Shouyi Community (Community with external commercial facilities).

There are 221 commercial facilities between the two communities, including retail stores, food and beverage outlets, supermarkets, fresh markets and vegetable stores, clothing stores, pharmacies and clinics, healthcare stores, etc. These facilities are similar in physical form, single story with a width of 3–4 m, a depth of 5–8 m and most of the stores have an area of 20–30 m². Out of which 147 are in Shouyi New Village and 75 in Shouyi Community (Figure 2, Table 1). There are obvious differences in the distribution of commercial facilities in the two communities: Commercial facilities in Shouyi New...
Village are mostly formed spontaneously, and many are located inside the community. Therefore, in addition to the 71 external commercial facilities distributed along the outside streets of the community, the other 76 are located inside of the community along both sides of inner roads. In Shouyi Community, commercial facilities are subject to strict management and are forbidden inside, therefore, all 75 facilities are distributed along the outside urban roads. Comparing the two communities, it can be seen that they have similar numbers of external commercial facilities, but only the former has commercial facilities located inside which accounts for 52% of the total. Therefore, the former can be regarded as a typical community with internal commercial facilities, while the latter a typical community with external commercial facilities. So, the two communities are highly comparable. For the purpose of better readability, hereafter, Shouyi New Village is referred to as the community with internal commercial facilities, and Shouyi Community as the community with external commercial facilities.

### Table 1. Location and Quantity of Community Commercial Facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of Commercial Facilities</th>
<th>Community with Internal Facilities (Shouyi New Village)</th>
<th>Community with External Facilities (Shouyi Community)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inside the community</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside the community</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In March 2017, a random sample survey was conducted among adults in the two communities. On weekend days when the number of people outdoors was high, random interviews were conducted among adult residents in the community and questionnaires were completed on their behalf. A total of 125 samples are collected, with sampling rates of the two communities at around 2%. The survey data includes basic personal information (gender, age, occupation, etc.), residents’ consumption willingness by foot, times of walking travel for consumption, and the walking trajectories of travels for consumption in community in a typical day (including the origin, destination, facilities visited, duration of stay at facilities, walking trajectory etc.), and the measured distance of travel. After screening, 100 valid samples are obtained (51 samples for community with internal facilities, 49 samples for community with external facilities), and 234 trajectory data, with a validity rate of 80%. When screening, we attempted to ensure that the samples of the two communities shared consistent composition of basic attributes so as to control the variables. The basic information of the samples is shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Basic Information of the Samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community with internal facilities</td>
<td>41.18%</td>
<td>58.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community with external facilities</td>
<td>46.94%</td>
<td>53.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference between the two communities (relative to high value)</td>
<td>12.27%</td>
<td>10.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Research Methods

#### 3.2.1. Analysis of the Differences in Features of Walking-Based Consumption Behavior

According to the aforementioned researches of Fan and Fathering, et al. [37–39], the study uses the following data acquired from the survey as the characteristic variables of walking-based consumption behaviors in the community: the consumption willingness by foot, the average distance per walking travel, the average number of walking travels per day, the average number of commercial facilities
visited in a single walking travel, and the average duration of stay at a facility. The average values of the above variables in the two communities are calculated, and the differences between the two are measured to confirm the differences in walking-based consumer behavior in communities. Then, based on the one-way analysis of variance (abbreviated one-way ANOVA), the sample groups of the two case communities are statistically analyzed to find the characteristic variables with significant differences, and the typical impact characteristics are identified.

3.2.2. Analysis of the Causes of Differences in Walking-Based Consumer Behavior

Based on the above literature review, walking travel distance is the main factor that affects the travel behavior for consumption in a community. Therefore, using walking travel distance as the independent variable, the characteristic variables identified above which lead to differences in walking-based consumption behaviors as the dependent variables, the regression model is constructed to analyze the correlation between walking travel distance and the characteristic variables, and the extent to which the former affects the latter. Finally, on the basis of this correlation, the differences in consumption behavior by foot in these two patterns are explained, and the hypothesis proposed in this paper is verified. Since the focus here is more on the probability that a resident chooses a certain kind of consumption behavior under specific travel distance, and the influence of varying distance on this probability, the logistic regression model is chosen in the present study.

3.2.3. Control Variable

The daily walking-based consumption behaviors of residents are also affected by individual attributes such as gender, age, and employment status etc., but since these are not the focus of the study, attention is given to the overall impact of the distribution of commercial facilities, these factors are taken as control variables. Of course, ideally, these factors should also be extensively taken into account and specified for further studies, such as the impact on elderly retired women, or that on young employed men etc., but this requires support of a large sample basis which is hard to realize in the current study. Besides, it is also necessary to first determine that these impacts exist in general, and are considerable enough to be worthy of specified and more detailed studies, so this paper can be used as a preliminary study for these detailed studies.

In this study, the matching method is used to control these variables, so that the samples of the two communities are basically consistent in the composition of these attributes. This is because the residents of the two selected communities are basically homogeneous in terms of the composition of gender, age and employment status, and it is easier to achieve such matching. An analysis of the above attributes of the actual obtained samples (Table 2) shows that the differences in the above attributes of the actual obtained samples of the two communities generally do not exceed 10%, and the maximum does not exceed 16%, showing that their influence on the results has been controlled to a certain extent.

4. Results

4.1. Differences in the Features of Walking-Based Consumption Behavior in Communities with Different Distribution Patterns of Commercial Facilities

A statistical analysis of the features of residents’ walking-based consumption behavior in the two communities obtained from the questionnaire was conducted. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Statistics of residents’ walking travels for consumption in the community with internal commercial facilities and in the community with external commercial facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Distance Per Walking Travel (in Meters)</th>
<th>Average Number of Walking Travels Per Day</th>
<th>Average Number of Commercial Facilities Visited in a Single Walking Travel</th>
<th>Average Duration of Stay at a Facility (in Minutes)</th>
<th>Consumption Willingness by Foot (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1: Community with internal commercial facilities</td>
<td>140.52</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>19.74</td>
<td>37.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1: S.D.</td>
<td>65.60</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2: Community with external commercial facilities</td>
<td>292.98</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>18.93</td>
<td>6.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2: S.D.</td>
<td>226.5</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA between groups: F</td>
<td>21.100</td>
<td>150.700</td>
<td>16.056</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>43.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA between groups: Sig.</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: S.D. is Standard Deviation; ANOVA is Analysis of Variance; F is F-criterion; Sig. is Significance.
It can be seen that external distribution of commercial facilities has greatly increased the local consumption walking distance traveled by the community residents, the average of which is 2.1 times of the walking distance of community with internal commercial facilities. Moreover, residents in the community with internal commercial facilities are more willing to consume by foot than those in the community with external commercial facilities, as 90.19% of the former hold a positive attitude (i.e., strongly willing and willing to consume by foot), 2.3 times of that of the latter at 38.77%. In addition, residents in the community with internal commercial facilities have higher frequency of walking travels, which is 2.0 times the frequency of those in the community with external commercial facilities. At the same time, the community with internal commercial facilities has a shorter walking travel chain than that of the community with external commercial facilities, as to the number of facilities visited in a single walking travel, the former is 27.7% lesser. In terms of the average duration of stay at a facility, the two communities are not much different.

In order to measure the level of difference, one-way ANOVA of the above-mentioned features of consumption travel behaviors of the two case communities was conducted. The results are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that except for the value of the average duration of stay at a facility which shows no significant differences (Sig. > 0.05), all the other four features show very significant differences (Sig. = 0.000) between the two communities, of which average number of walking travels per day has the most significant difference, followed by the consumption willingness by foot, average distance per walking travel and then average number of commercial facilities visited in a single walking travel. In order to further explain the above differences, and based on the research design, the following sections present further analysis on the relationship between travel distance and consumption willingness, travel frequency, and travel chain length.

4.2. Analysis of the Relationship between Travel Distance and Local Consumption Willingness by Foot

Based on the daily average walking travel distance of all samples, supported by the consumption willingness by foot data, a boxplot is presented in Figure 3. Since there was only 1 sample that was unwilling to travel for consumption, it is considered untypical and thus was excluded in the analysis. The boxplot shows that for samples who are strongly willing to consume by foot, their average walking travel distance is between 77–207 m, with an average of 149 m; for those that are willing to consume by foot, the average travel distance is between 98–187 m, averaging 186 m, which shows a similar statistical characteristic to that of the strongly willing group. It can be inferred that in addition to travel distance, there are other factors affecting the consumption willingness in these two groups; for samples that are not much willing to consume, their average travel distance is between 86–475 m, averaging 296 m.

In order to further analyze the relationship between the two, a binary logistic regression model was constructed. In which, the consumption willingness by foot is taken as the binary dependent variable, samples that are strongly willing and willing to consume by foot are classified as active consumption willingness (taking a value of 1) which means active, positive attitude towards consumption in the community by foot, not much willing and unwilling to consume by foot are classified as inactive consumption willing class (taking a value of 0) which means passive, indifferent, reluctant attitude towards consumption in the community by foot, and the average walking travel distance is used as an independent variable. A model with a prediction accuracy of 80% and a significance level of 0.000 for the Omnibus Test of Model Coefficients is shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the model that walking travel distance has a significant influence on the consumption willingness by foot. As travel distance by foot increases, the probability of generating an active consumption willingness decreases; and from the Odds Ratio of the model (Exp(B)), it can be seen that, when the walking travel distance increases by 1 m, the ratio of the probability of holding active consumption willingness to the probability of holding inactive consumption willingness will be reduced by 1%, indicating a sensitivity to distance changes.
Figure 3. Statistical analysis of the relationship between travel distance and local consumption willingness by foot.

In addition, according to the model, when the walking travel distance is 239 m, active and inactive attitude each has a probability of 50%, indicating that this distance is the critical point of active and inactive consumption willingness. This can well explain the difference of residents’ consumption willingness by foot in the two communities, in community with internal commercial facilities, the ratio of samples with a walking travel distance under 239 m is 92%, which is much higher than the 51% ratio in community with external commercial facilities. Therefore, the ratio of active attitude for travel by foot in community with internal commercial facilities is much higher than that in community with external commercial facilities, at 90.19% and 38.77% respectively.

Besides, the method of ordinal logistic regression was also used. In which, the consumption willingness by foot is taken as the ordinal dependent variable with three levels of “Not much willing”, “Willing” and “Strongly willing”. The result shows that the model is basically tenable, with a Sig. of 0.950 (>0.05) for the Test of Parallel Lines and a Sig. of 0.001(<0.05) for the Test of Model Fitting. The coefficient of the variable “Average walking travel distance” and the constant of the Threshold “Not much willing” pass the test of significance (Sig. = 0.004 and 0.000 respectively), but the constant of the Threshold “Willing” doesn’t pass the test of significance (Sig. = 0.086). This indicates that travel distance has a significant impact on the consumption willingness by foot, and can well explain the differences between “Not much willing” and “Willing” or “Strongly willing”, but cannot explain the difference between “Willing” and “Strongly willing”, which support the former conjecture that there exist other factors affecting the consumption willingness in these two groups.

Table 4. Results of the binary logistic regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Independent Variables and Intercept</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumption willingness by foot</td>
<td>Average walking travel distance</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>14.987</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.388</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>21.809</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>10.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of walking travels per day</td>
<td>Average walking travel distance</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>10.887</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.155</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>7.799</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commercial facilities visited in a single walking travel</td>
<td>Average distance per walking travel</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>23.849</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-11.165</td>
<td>2.223</td>
<td>25.235</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: B is Regression Coefficient; S.E. is Standard Error; Wald is Wald Statistic; df is degree of freedom; Sig. is Significance; Exp(B) is Exponent of B.

4.3. Analysis of the Relationship between Travel Distance and Travel Frequency by Foot

Based on the average walking travel distance of each sample, supported by the data of the average number of walking travels per day, a boxplot is presented in Figure 4. It can be seen that, for samples
with only 1 travel per day, the average travel distance is between 130–511 m, with an average of 386 m; as the number of travel increases, the travel distance gradually shortens; for samples with 4 times of travels per day, the average travel distance is between 91–219 m, with an average of 136 m, which is significantly lower than that of the samples with only 1 travel per day; no samples with over 5 or more travels per day, or 0 travels per day were collected in the survey. The correlation coefficient between travel distance and travel frequency is $-0.49$, i.e., a moderate negative correlation, indicating that the shorter the walking travel distance, the higher the frequency of walking travels per day.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Statistical analysis of the relationship between travel distance and travel frequency.

Similarly, a binary logistic regression model is constructed here, and the walking travel frequency for consumption in community is taken as the binary dependent variable. In which, samples with 1–2 walking travels/day are deemed the low-frequency group (taking a value of 0), samples with 3–4 walking travels/day are deemed the high-frequency group (taking a value of 1), and the average walking travel distance is used as an independent variable. A model with a predicted accuracy of 65% and a significance level of 0.000 for the Omnibus Test of Model Coefficients is shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the model that the walking travel distance has a significant influence on walking travel frequency. As walking travel distance increases, the probability of high-frequency walking travel decreases, and from the $\text{Exp}(B)$ of the model, it can be seen that, when the walking travel distance increases by 1 m, the ratio of the probability of high-frequency walking travel to the probability of low-frequency walking travel will be reduced by 0.7%, indicating a sensitivity to distance changes.

In addition, according to the model, a walking travel distance of 165 m is the critical point between low-frequency walking travel (1–2 times/day) and high-frequency walking travel (3–4 times/day). This can well explain the difference of residents’ frequency of traveling by foot in the two communities, in the community with internal commercial facilities, the ratio of samples with a walking travel distance under 165 m is 71%, while that in the community with external commercial facilities is only 33%. As a result, the proportion of samples with 3–4 walking travels per day in the community with internal commercial facilities is much higher than that in the community with external commercial facilities, at 86.3% and 5% respectively.

### 4.4. Analysis of the Relationship between Travel Distance and Travel Chain Length by Foot

Based on the trajectory length of each walking travel, and supported by the data of the number of commercial facilities visited in a single walking travel, a boxplot is presented in Figure 5. For travels with only one facility visited, the average travel distance is between 37–83 m, with an average of 67 m. For travels with four facilities visited, the average travel distance is between 477–726 m, averaging 595 m. The correlation coefficient between travel distance and number of commercial facilities in a single travel is 0.88, i.e., a highly positively correlation, indicating that the longer the travel distance, the more facilities visited per travel.
Similarly, a binary logistic regression model is constructed here, and the walking travel chain length for consumption in community is taken as the binary dependent variable. Samples with 1–2 commercial facilities visited during a single walking travel are classified as short travel chains, and those with 3–4 facilities visited are classified as long travel chains, and the average walking travel distance is used as an independent variable. A model with a prediction accuracy of 94% and a significant level of 0.000 for Omnibus Test of Model Coefficients is obtained as shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the model that walking travel distance has a significant influence on the walking travel chain. As the walking travel distance increases, the probability of long travel chain increases, and from Exp(B) of the model, it can be seen that, when the walking travel distance increases by 1 m, the ratio of the probability of choosing a long travel chain to the probability of choosing a short travel chain will increase by 4.4%, indicating a sensitivity to distance changes.

In addition, according to the model, the walking travel distance of 260 m can be determined as the critical point of the short travel chain (with 1–2 facilities visited) and the long travel chain (with 3–4 facilities visited). This can well explain the difference of residents’ travel chain length by foot in the two communities, in the community with internal commercial facilities, only 13% of the residents travel longer than 260 m by foot, much lower than the 38% ratio in the community with external commercial facilities. Therefore, the proportion of residents who visit 3–4 commercial facilities in a single walking travel for consumption in the community with internal commercial facilities is far lower than that in the community with external commercial facilities, at 13% and 41% respectively.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

From the perspective of residents’ walking-based consumption behavior, and through empirical comparative research, this study investigates and analyzes the differences between the internal and external fringe distributions of commercial facilities in communities. Questionnaire surveys and quantitative analysis indicate that the two different patterns of distribution have a great impact on residents’ walking-based consumption behavior.

This present study finds that, compared with that of the community with internal commercial facilities, the average walking travel distance for local consumption in the community with external commercial facilities is significantly longer. In this case study, under conditions of similar community environment and population composition, the latter is 2.1 times longer than the former. The main reasons lie in the fact that consumption behaviors in the community with internal commercial facilities are mostly completed inside of the community (assuming an average travel distance of \( D \)); while consumption behaviors in the community with external commercial facilities involve first a travel to the outside of the community (close to the distance of \( D \)), and then a walk along the outside surrounding
roads to the facilities, so the distance may double; and if it happens in a gated community, the distance of detour may further increase.

Furthermore, the case study shows that the differences of other characters of residents’ walking-based consumption behavior between the two kinds of communities are also large. The community with internal commercial facilities has 2.3 times the sample number holding active local consumption willingness by foot, 2 times the walking travel frequency, and 27.7% less the number of facilities visited in a single walking travel as does the community with external commercial facilities. However, the residents’ duration of stay at a facility are of no obvious difference for the two communities.

The literature review shows that the increase in walking travel distance for consumption in a community caused by different modes of the distribution of commercial facilities maybe the main factor that brings about the above differences in community consumption behaviors and habits. To verify this hypothesis and study the degree of impact from different modes of the distribution on consumption behavior, three binary logistic regression models were constructed regarding the relationships between walking travel distance and consumption willingness, travel frequency and travel chain length by foot, respectively. Examinations prove that these three models are valid with prediction accuracy at 80%, 65% and 94% respectively. The models indicate that the longer the walking travel distance, the lower the probability of generating an active consumption willingness by foot, and the lower the probability of a high-frequency walking travel, but the higher the probability of a long walking travel chain. The models also indicate that walking travel distance affects the walking-based community consumption behaviors dramatically, when the walking travel distance increases by 1 m, the ratio of the probability of holding active consumption willingness to the probability of holding inactive consumption willingness will be reduced by 1%, the ratio of the probability of high-frequency travel to the probability of low-frequency travel will be reduced by 0.7%, and the ratio of the probability of choosing a long travel chain to the probability of choosing a short travel chain will increase by 4.4%. In addition, the models show that the thresholds for the 50% probability of active consumption willingness, high-frequency travel and short travel chain distance are 239, 165 and 260 m respectively.

It is believed that the main reasons behind this result lies in that shorter walking travel distance reduces physical labor, time consumption and psychological burden, offers better experience of travel, and thus brings stronger consumption willingness by foot. For example, many residents in the community with internal commercial facilities claim that whenever there is a need for consumption, they will make the travel without having to consider the cost of travel, so the travel frequency is higher and the travel chain shorter; while many residents in community with external commercial facilities say that they will consider the walking travel cost when there is need for consumption. For consumption needs that are not so urgent, they might choose to abandon the travel or to combine it with other travels, so the travel frequency is lower and the travel chain longer.

According to the above conclusions, the hypothesis of this paper has been confirmed. And from the perspective of walking-based consumption behavior in community, this study advocates the internal distribution of commercial facilities in communities, as it bears positive significance for facilitating residents’ daily lives, improving the frequency of walking travel, promoting the physical and mental health, and enhancing community communication and vitality. At the same time, for communities with external distributions of commercial facilities, it is also possible to shorten travel distance and promote walking-based consumption behavior through various measures of optimization, such as the setting of more reasonable and more efficient walking routes, better location of the main entrance, and setting commercial facilities closely related to daily life near the main entrance, etc. These conclusions have practical significance for robust community development, effective community planning and construction. However, there are still weaknesses in the present study. On the one hand, the study does not address the impact on consumption behavior from some other factors, such as the quality of commercial facilities, the features of residents etc., although these variables are controlled to some extent, the deviation in the conclusion is inevitable. On the other hand, due to the limited number
of research objects and samples, the threshold values that lead to changes in consumption willingness, frequency, and chain length presented in this study demand further research. In prospective studies, sample size will be enlarged, and communities will be further classified according to their types and scales, and the resident population will be further specified according to their age, gender etc. to get a more detailed result.
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